
                                          PRODUCT SPECIFICATION  

                       

DATE: 20.09.2008 

PRODUCT NAME:  ANTELOPE XXX 

APPLICATION AREA: UPHOLSTERY 

COMPOSITION: % 17 Polyester, % 28 Polyamide, % 9 Cotton, % 46 Acrylic 

 

TEST TYPES 
UNIT  WARP  WEFT 

 

TEST METHOD 

 

TENSILE STRENGTH  N >350 >350 ISO 13934- 2 

TEAR STRENGTH  N >20 >20 ISO 13937-2 

ABRASION RESISTANCE  cycles >75000 ISO 12947 

COLOR FASTNESS OF LIGHT  
blue wool  

 
4 / 5 ISO 105-B02 

WEIGHT  gr / m² 500 ± 13 ISO 2286 - 2 

RUBBİNG FASTNESS - Wet min.4 - Dry min.4 ISO105-X12 

EASY CLEAN  - YES / EVET - 

WIDTH cm 141 ± 1 - 

ROLL LENGTH  m 35 ± 5 - 

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS 

      Liquid Stains:  Blot the liquid stain gently with a high-absorbent material.  Pat dry the area gently with a dry material to remove 

the remaining humidity ( cotton cloth, paper towel, etc....), If the stain from the spill remains, remove the stain with a soapy cloth without 

diffusing the stain.  After each rubbing motion, refresh the clean soapy cloth in order to prevent soiling. 

      Solid Particles:  Romove the excess soiling with ultimate care without diffusing. Remove the solid particle from the fabric surface 

with the help of a soft spatula. To remove dust, use a vacum cleaner or a soft brush. The remaining stains should be removed by 

rubbing with a soapy cloth in circular motion.  

      Ball-point pen and similar difficult stains : Dampen a clean cotton cloth in a white soap solution. Rub the stain off gently.  

Clean the surface with the damp cloth and leave the fabric for drying 

      Alcohol derives, Petroleum and alkali based solvents should not be used for cleaning.  After all cleaning 
processes, the drying should be done with a low temperature blow dryer in large circular motion or the fabric  
should  be left for natural drying. After drying, misoriented and damaged piles  should be fixed with a soft brush. 

 

This is Valid For All Colours Of The Product  

 

 


